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Who are Serbia's 

Nazi doctors? 

Speaking to a group of U.S. Army psychiatrists in 1945, 
Brig. Gen. Dr. John Rawlings Rees outlined what had to 
be done to implement the postwar project of the Tavistock 
Institute of Human Relations, which he directed (see box on 
previous page). 

"If we propose to come out into the open," he said, "and 
to attack the social and national problems of our day, then 
we must have the shock troops and these cannot be provided 
by psychiatry based wholly in institutions. We must have 
mobile teams of psychiatrists who are free to move around 
and to make contact with the local situation in their particular 
area." 

Following Rees's call, Tavistock began training and 
fielding its cadre in universities, governments, newspapers, 
and political parties throughout the world, including in Yugo
slavia. These "shock troops" are running the mass murders 
in the Balkans today. 

Dr. Radovan Karadzic 
The leader of the Chetniks in Bosnia, Karadzic is a 

clinical psychiatrist based in Sarajevo, specializing in the 
Tavistock-developed group therapy technique known vari
ously as 'T groups" or "attack therapy." Karadzic is an 
expert on depression. His wife, Lilyan, is also a psychiatrist; 
his two sons are in medical school, training to be psychia
trists. 

The following poem, written by him at the University of 
Sarajevo in 1968, gives a glimpse of the mind of this maniac: 

I touched the hell the lovely searing heat 
a poison nursed me a horror nursed me 
and the lily's bloom closed its trellis 
my lovely head was captured 
Sarajevo the city of horror writes my epitaph . . 
There is no doubt any more 
all things I have elucidated at last 
in each thing there is a part of my body 
in my eyes the forest is near its end 
in my blood I hear the last cries of cuddly little animals 
this moment my right hand 
is turning calm seas into hell 
while ships keep rolling on the waves 
to the endless joy of my vultures. . . . 

Following initial training at the University of Sarajevo, 
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where he was schooled in the psychiatric theories developed 
at Tavistock, Karadzic became a protege of Dr. Cerie, the 
leading psychiatric official in Yugoslav military counterin
telligence, KOS. After a one-)fear advanced course in Tavis
tock methodology at the Croatian Academy of Sciences in 
Zagreb, Croatia, Karadzic went on to Belgrade, Serbia, for 
further training. In the 1980s, Karadzic traveled to the Unit
ed States to take a one-year advanced course in "group 
therapy" at Columbia University in New York City, formerly 
the exile-base of the FrankfurtiSchool during World War II. 

Although Karadzic was allready an officer in Yugoslav 
counterintelligence, he was able to gain admission to the 
university through the efforts ,of Dr. Dushan Kosovieh, a 
Yugoslav national who maintains a practice in New York 
City opposite United Nations, headquarters. Kosovich has 
reportedly secured access to Columbia, and other elite psy
chiatric schools, for numerous other Serbian psychiatrists. A 
follower of the Frankfurt School, Kosovich was the official 
translator of Frankfurt School theorist Dr. Eric Ericsson into 
Serbo-Croatian, as well as the translator of the writings of 
Freudian theorist Dr. Karen llorney. 

Yet another North American figure tied to this network 
is Dr. Dmitrija Pivnieki, the leader of the Serbian commu
nity in Montreal and the fathtf-in-Iaw of Canadian Prime 
Minister Brian Mulroney. Pivnicki is a therapist at Allan 
Memorial Hospital, a main site for CIA/British intelligence 
"MK-Ultra" mind-control experiments through the use of 
LSD. 

Dr. Jovan Rascovic 
The leader of the Chetniks in Croatia until his recent 

death, Rascovic was a prominent member of the Yugoslav 
Academy of Arts and Scienc¢s, and one of Yugoslavia's 
leading psychiatric theorists. Afollower of the Freudian doc
trines espoused by the Frankfurt School, Rascovic was the 
author of scores of articles, and one psychiatric textbook on 
narcissism. 

Dr. Radovan Marjovic 
The self-proclaimed mayor of the Serbian-occupied Cro

atian town of Petrinja, Marjovia, like Rascovic, had been one 
of the most prominent membersiof the Yugoslav Academy of 
Arts and Sciences and a top psychiatric theorist in former 
Yugoslavia. He is a central figure in Chetnik terrorist opera
tions throughout Croatia. 

Dr. Srickovic 
The director of the Serbian government's propaganda 

department in Belgrade, Srickovic is a top theoretician of 
the Frankfurt School. He oversees Serbian terror-propaganda 
and disinformation operations directed against Bosnia and 
Croatia. Dr. Radoman Cordi(j, a collegue of Srickovic, is 
the top Serbian protege of Frankfurt School leader Dr. 
Jacques Lacan of Paris. 
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